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U.S.-Japan Cooperation in Cybersecurity
James Andrew Lewis 1

Introduction
The challenges of international security are not static. Deep political forces and the
unexpected results of technological change can create new threats to peace and
stability. While the threats that faced the U.S.-Japan alliance were largely unchanged
for many decades, today’s security environment is very different. Japan and the
United States need to define a stable relationship with a resurgent China, deal with the
risks of an erratic and increasingly isolated North Korea, and manage the results of
instability in the Middle East that threaten the safety and prosperity of both countries.
The role played by a more assertive and nationalistic Russia could further complicate
any one of these already-complex problems. These new challenges come at a time of
significant international change, as countries like Brazil and India gain economic
power and wish to expand their global influence commensurate with their new
wealth.
International relations are also not static or predetermined. The actions of powerful
states define international relations. The United States and Japan can help define and
shape the nature of change, as international institutions evolve, as new countries
assert their influence, and as the norms and principles for trade, human rights, and
security that emerged in the late 1940s are challenged. This is particularly important
for cyberspace, which has become a fundamental element of international business
and security. National policies and strategies have not fully taken this development
into account and the challenge cybersecurity poses for the alliance is how to take a
twentieth-century alliance and remake it for the twenty-first century.
States manage their international relations using a variety of tools for persuasion,
coercion, and influence. Cyber capabilities are a new tool for state power. China,
Russia, and North Korea have been quick to adopt cyber tools for use against the
United States and Japan. Cybersecurity involves the policies and programs needed to
defend against and mitigate the consequences from the use of this new tool of state
power.
Cybersecurity is an increasingly important problem for collective self-defense. Both
parties in the alliance have work to do to address it. Japan has made significant strides
to improve its cybersecurity posture in the last few years, but cybersecurity remains
an area of vulnerability for Japan and the bilateral security alliance. The most
important improvements have been the Japanese Diet’s passage of the Basic Law for
1
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Cybersecurity and the Act on the Protection of Specially Designated Secrets. The most
important weaknesses remain a startling lack of resources, complicated interagency
coordination processes, and an approach to cybersecurity that is overly cautious in
some areas while underestimating risk in others. For both the safety of its own public
and strengthened cooperation under the Mutual Defense Assistance Agreement, Japan
needs to build on recent policy and legislative successes to expand and improve its
cyber defense capabilities. Moving forward, the bilateral relationship will require
both greater cooperation and greater effort in cybersecurity.
There is a decidedly defensive orientation in alliance thinking about cybersecurity
(although the United States has very advanced offensive capabilities), and Japan will
confront problems where the best defense may require an ability to use some
offensive cyber capabilities to guide and inform defensive purposes. This issue is
linked in part to the larger constitutional debate in Japan over the role of the armed
forces and redefining the scope of self-defense. However, Japan could acquire cyber
attack capabilities under the current interpretation of the constitution, since attack
capabilities play an increasingly important role in cyber defense and can be limited to
defensive purposes.
In the last few years, the United States has worked with its allies, including Japan, to
create structures and capabilities for collective cyber defense. The defense activities
are integrated into a larger international strategy to build stability and security in
cyberspace. The transfer of capabilities has been uneven and mutual defense is only
weakly linked to the larger strategy, which itself is not seriously pursued by senior
administration officials—berating China over cyber espionage is not the same thing as
constructing a global approach to cybersecurity. Given its unique relationship with
Japan, the United States needs a more active approach to mutual cyber defense and to
ensuring that this active approach is a component of a larger international strategy.
Attention to international aspects of cybersecurity is essential for a successful defense
strategy. A domestic approach, or an approach limited to private-sector actions, will
fail because the primary opponents are well-resourced and determined state actors.
Existing mechanisms for international stability—treaties, common understandings,
institutions, and law—developed since the 1940s were always somewhat weak
(especially in regard to international security) and are becoming weaker in the face of
a declining Europe and the rise of new economic powers. Agreement among nations
on responsible state behavior is the foundation for cybersecurity.

The Cyber Threat Environment
The primary issues for cybersecurity are state-sponsored espionage and crime, the
growth of offensive military cyber capabilities, and the use of cyber capabilities as a
new tool of political coercion. While it is easy to overstate cyber risk, it is also easy to
ignore it, and all of these threats require governments to address cybersecurity as part
of their larger national security strategies. Cybersecurity is particularly important for
Japan and the United States, as North Asia is a “flashpoint” for cybersecurity. Three of
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the most active cyber adversaries are Japan’s neighbors—China, North Korea, and
Russia.2 Russia and China spend significantly more than Japan on cyber activities; and
North Korea, while its cyber capabilities are easy to overstate, has larger cyber forces
than Japan. China and Russia are world leaders in cyber capabilities for both
espionage and attack. Their activities challenge all nations. Against them, Japanese
capabilities can only be judged to need considerable improvement for there to be a
full defense partnership with the United States in the future.
Cybersecurity strategy only makes sense when embedded in a larger geopolitical
context. Cyber techniques provide countries with new instruments for espionage,
coercion, and attack, but all evidence to date shows that nations will use these new
instruments in a manner consistent with their larger strategic goals. In this, Japan is at
a remarkable disadvantage. The Internet shrinks distances, making Tokyo only a few
seconds away from Beijing, and while there are borders in cyberspace, they are
poorly defended—the equivalent of a country with an excellent cavalry but no
airplanes to protect its airspace. Japan lives in one of the worst neighborhoods in the
world for cybersecurity. Two neighboring countries—Russia and China—are very
active in cyber espionage and have well-developed military cyber attack capabilities,
while the third—North Korea—has used cyber attacks four times in the last three
years against South Korea for political purposes and was responsible for the
embarrassing attacks against Sony Corporation’s American headquarters.
There are three categories of risk to consider in thinking about these potential
adversaries: espionage, coercion, and attack. The most damaging cyber attacks—those
that cause physical damage, such as Stuxnet’s destruction of many of the Iranian
nuclear program’s centrifuges—are still a high art of which only a few nations are
capable, but it is likely that Russia has this capability, that China may already possess
it, and Iran and North Korea are striving to acquire it and already have some
capability to disrupt critical services.
China is the most active of the four nations when it comes to economic espionage,
with Japanese companies a frequent target for cyber espionage. China uses cyber
espionage to acquire both military and commercial technology to expand its
technological base and to strengthen its economy. Russia is the most skilled opponent
and given this, assertions by Japanese officials that they have not seen Russian activity
on their networks are not entirely reassuring—it may reflect a failure of detection
rather than an absence of activity. If there were Russian espionage activity, it would
focus on military information including planning, air and naval activities, air
defenses, and acquisitions, as well as on political information including changes in
Japan's defense posture—categories already well-known to Japanese and U.S. analysts.
Russia is a leader in using cyber technique for coercive political purposes, building on
KGB precedents and as part of its larger efforts to develop capabilities for what is
sometimes called “hybrid warfare.” North Korea, beginning under the previous leader
2 Iran is the fourth, and while active against U.S., Israeli, and Gulf state targets, it has not been detected
acting against Japan. Iran may have some cooperative arrangement with North Korea to develop cyber
capabilities.
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Kim Jong-il, began investing in cyber capabilities. South Korean sources say these
capabilities, while not yet very advanced, have been used perhaps four times by the
North against South Korean targets for political purposes.

Military Aspects of Cybersecurity
No modern military can expect to operate successfully without cyber capabilities for
both defense and offense. Similarly, no country can perform its national security and
public safety functions without adequate cyber capabilities. In an alliance, the
distribution and use of cyber capabilities must be explicitly understood and a part of
regular planning and consultation. In this, the disparity between Japan and the United
States in cyber capabilities is a potential vulnerability for their mutual defense.
The most important indicators for any country’s ability to use cyber for military and
security purposes are:
•

Does the country integrate cyber into its national strategies and policies?

•

Does the country have dedicated organizations in the military and civilian
agencies for national defense activities?

•

Are there specialized intelligence and police entities dedicated to cyber
operations?

•

Has it incorporated military cyber activities into operational and tactical
doctrine?

•

Does it engage in war games or exercises that incorporate cyber techniques?

•

Has it allocated sufficient resources for the task?

The ability to exploit and disrupt computer networks has created new military
capabilities that complement and exploit technology-driven changes in warfighting
identified as a revolution in military affairs or network-centric warfare. As militaries
have discovered the advantages of the information superiority provided by
networking sensors, computers, weapons, and commanders, their dependence on
networks and information systems has also created a new “attack surface,” which
opponents can exploit. A military with inadequate or insufficient cyber resources is
inherently at a disadvantage against opponents who possess these capabilities.
Advanced militaries have plans and capabilities to use cyber attacks against opponent
military forces, critical infrastructure, and other civilian targets. Cyber attacks have
both tactical and strategic uses, in some ways similar to missiles or aircraft that can be
launched from a distance and strike rapidly at a target. A pure cyber war, using only
cyber attacks, is unlikely. No nation will launch a destructive cyber attack or engage
in a pure cyber war, because a cyber attack by itself is more likely to annoy an
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opponent than to defeat it. We are likely to see a true cyber attack (rather than
espionage or coercive political acts) only in the context of a larger military conflict.
Cyber attack can be thought of as a new weapons payload and a system to deliver that
payload on target, but this does not fully capture the range of effects cyber capabilities
provide. Cyber is most useful in creating uncertainty among opponents. Advanced
weapons and command systems are dependent upon software and computer
networks, making them attractive targets for cyber attack. In most cases, the attention
and expenditure for military systems that depend on computers and software has not
been accompanied in any reasonable proportion by spending on securing these
systems from cyber attack.
Most cyber attacks will not mirror kinetic weapons effects, and instead seek to disrupt
data and services, sow confusion, damage networks and computers (including
software and computers embedded in weapons systems), and perhaps destroy
machinery. Cyber actions at the tactical or operational level will be used against
deployed forces and their support. The most likely form of attack will be against
command-and-control systems (including sensors and computer networks) and
against the software that runs advanced weapons such as surface-to-air missiles or
fighter aircraft.
A typical cyber attack involves several steps: identifying the target and finding an
entry point, determining if there are vulnerabilities in the target network that can be
exploited; introducing attack code; and then executing the attack. One common
technique, used successfully against both Japan and the United States, is a “phishing”
email, where a user receives a seemingly innocent email that includes a link to
malicious code. There can be intermediate steps, such as leaving a small amount of
undetectable malicious code on the target network after it has been hacked, to aid
returning to carry out a later attack. 3 This technique may have been used in the recent
attack on the U.S. Office of Personnel Management network. Some attacks use stolen
credentials to gain access and privileges to the target network. There are some
parallels with electronic warfare, but in almost all cases the effect of an electronic
warfare “attack” will be passive and limited to specific emitters or sensors, rather
than dynamic in its effect and targeting.
Cyber operations can have a “strategic” aspect and can be used for “strikes” against
rear areas, including civilian targets. In this, we could see attacks on electrical power
grids and facilities, telecommunications, financial systems, transportation systems,
and government networks. These are attractive targets. Strikes against civilian targets
risk escalating any conflict, but an opponent may judge the risk of escalation to be
acceptable. Cyber strikes could provide a few hours or even a few days of disruption
that could provide real advantage in the use of conventional operations planned to
last only a day or two.

3

Basically, a marker for a vulnerability to which an attacker can later return. The term can also be
applied to small programs used to coordinate the command and control of denial-of-service attacks.
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The plans of potential opponents for using cyber attacks in conflict may involve initial
cyber attacks against telecommunications and transport hubs, government centers,
Japanese and U.S. military facilities, perhaps civilian critical infrastructure, but cyber
attacks can have unpredictable effects. Given the vagaries of network connections, an
attack on a “tactical” target with a cyber “weapon” could also unintentionally damage
“strategic” targets hundreds of miles away and expand any conflict. An attacker may
not know what is connected to a target network, making it difficult to predict the risk
of collateral damage. Inadvertent damage to a civilian target runs contrary to the
rules for warfare and could create enormous political harm.
Military doctrine and tactics have changed as opponents such as Russia and North
Korea seek to circumvent U.S. military power. The Russians have used a blend of
political action and influence operations, Special Forces, proxies, irregular units,
unconventional tactics, and cyber techniques to apply force or the threat of force to
gain their ends. Cyber techniques for political action and “influence operations” are
not intended to destroy or disrupt but to put coercive political pressure on targets.
This new style of warfare will challenge mutual defense planning.
All three potential opponents that Japan faces with the United States (Russia, China,
and North Korea) have likely incorporated cyber attacks into their military planning
for armed conflict with Japan and the United States. The most likely military use of
cyber attacks against the United States and Japan will be against the software that
enables advanced weapons, logistics systems, and the computer networks used for
command and control. The goal will be to create uncertainty in the minds of opposing
commanders, leading them to be slower and more cautious in their decision-making.
Weapons and sensors may not work as well as intended or at all after opponents
manipulate their software. China has made a significant effort to gain insight and
access to the information technologies used in advanced naval and air systems, such
as the Patriot air and missile defense system, the Standard Missile surface-to-air
system, the F-35, and air defense radars. While there have been efforts to repair the
damage created by Chinese penetrations, it is possible that China retains some ability
to degrade the performance of such systems in the event of conflict.

Thresholds for Mutual Self-Defense Commitments
Article V of the treaty of mutual cooperation and security between Japan and the
United States that “an armed attack against either Party in the territories under the
administration of Japan would be dangerous to its own peace and safety and declares
that it would act to meet the common danger in accordance with its constitutional
provisions and processes.” 4 The international community is slowly defining what
constitutes an armed attack using cyber techniques, but it is very much a question of
interpretation by political leaders as to when the consequences of a cyber incident
reach the level of the use of force or an armed attack.
4 Ministry of Foreign Affairs of Japan, “Japan-U.S. Security Treaty: Treaty of Mutual Cooperation and
Security between Japan and the United States of America,” January 19, 1960,
http://www.mofa.go.jp/region/n-america/us/q&a/ref/1.html.
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The international community is struggling to define criteria on what qualifies as an
“armed attack” or the use of force in cyberspace. These are important questions for
the application of international law, and deciding what kind of cyber attack triggers
the mutual defense obligations is of course a political decision, but there are certain
thresholds that can be identified to guide that political discussion. This discussion
must be guided by the provisions of the UN Charter, and in particular Article 2.4
(agreement to refrain from the use of force to resolve disputes) and Article 51 (the
right of self-defense in response to an armed attack). All nations possess this inherent
right and Japan’s recent reinterpretation of its constitution regarding collective selfdefense is consistent with the UN Charter and international law.
Possession of cyber capabilities does not automatically create a more aggressive or
offensive stance. As with any other weapon or tool, it is the policies that guide its use
that determine whether the acquisition of cyber capabilities should be as a dangerous
expansion of or an arms race. A better way to think of cyber capabilities is as a central
element of the technological change that creates requirements for military
modernization. A force without cyber capabilities is increasingly outdated and more
dangerous to itself than its opponents. Clear guidelines on use, consist with
international humanitarian law, make cyber “weapons” an essential element of
defensive capabilities rather than a troubling military expansion.
NATO (after a lengthy discussion) has come to an agreed, general understanding on
what sort of cyber actions trigger its mutual defense commitments. Generally, a cyber
incident that has the equivalent effect as a kinetic attack (e.g., causing physical
damage or casualties) clearly represents the use of force. Any other kind of incident
requires consultation to decide on an appropriate response and it is important that
such consultative mechanisms exist and that Japan and the United States routinely
exercise these mechanisms through regular bilateral meetings and joint simulations.
Other offensive cyber operations, such as the denial-of-service attacks used by Russia
against Estonia in 2007, fall into an ambiguous category—the attacks were clearly
coercive in intent but also not “the use of force” in the traditional sense. Denial-ofservice attacks and disruptive attacks such as the erasure of data (as occurred in the
Iranian “attack” against Saudi Aramco in 2012) are ambiguous, in that they require a
political decision regarding whether their scope, duration, and intensity of effect rises
to the level of the use of force that would trigger mutual defense obligations. Attacks
on military targets (such as weapons systems or command-and-control networks) face
a lower threshold for triggering mutual defense, given their sensitivity. Cyber attacks
on space systems are also likely and will form a larger portfolio of efforts to degrade
the “informational advantage” possessed by U.S. and Japanese forces. This has
implications for other important systems, such as GPS, where opponents could
attempt to disrupt positioning, navigation, and timing (PNT) services using cyber
techniques.
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Espionage and Cybercrime
While the preparation of adequate military cyber capabilities is essential for defense,
the chief threat today to Japan and the United States comes from cyber espionage.
Both countries have suffered significant network breaches that demonstrate they are
high-value targets for cyber espionage. The most dangerous opponents faced by both
nations are military and intelligence services of well-resourced state actors, who steal
or encourage the theft of intellectual property and confidential business information.
If a nation has weak cybersecurity, the long-term effect is to reduce its employment,
exports, and income. Cyber espionage against political and military targets is routine.
In August 2011, according to sources in the Japanese government, Mitsubishi Heavy
Industries and 20 other Japanese defense and high-tech firms lost classified defense
information in a cyber incident. Japanese officials believed the exploits all originated
from the same source. The intruder used email with a malicious attachment whose
contents were the same as a legitimate message sent 10 hours earlier. That same
month, email and documents from 480 members of the Japanese Diet and lawmakers
and their staff were taken after a phishing attack implanted a Trojan on members’
computers and Diet servers. The hijacked machines communicated for a month with a
server in China and the attackers included Chinese characters in their code.
In April 2012, Japan’s Ministry of Agriculture, Forestry and Fisheries was hacked and
lost more than 3,000 documents exfiltrated to an unidentified foreign destination,
including 20 classified documents on negotiations on the Trans-Pacific Partnership
free-trade agreement. According to press reports, the hackers searched ministry
computers for TPP documents, transferred all that were found to a single computer,
and then compressed them to make them easier to send. The Japanese Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (MOFA) discovered in early 2013 that it had been hacked and has lost
“at least” 20 documents, including some that were highly classified.
Incidents against the United States are too numerous to list, but in recent months the
White House, Joint Chiefs of Staff, and State Department have had their unclassified
emails hacked by a foreign power (Russia) and the security clearance records of
millions of government employees were taken by another foreign power (China). Iran
was able to hack unclassified Navy and Marine Corps email. Earlier incidents involved
the Department of Defense, Commerce, and Energy, NASA, and several military
commands.
Potential opponents can also use cyber techniques for covert political action. The
recent attacks by North Korea against Sony, with data erased, embarrassing emails
and personal information of Sony employees posted online, and several unreleased
Sony films made available on the Internet for illegal downloads, was undertaken for
political effect. The posting of personal data is suggestive. The usual practice is for
personal data obtained through breaches to be sold by the hackers, but in this case, it
was made public, suggesting that profit was not the primary objective of the hackers.
The Sony incident was very similar to several earlier actions taken against South
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Korean banks and television stations, the latest being in April 2013. These attacks
against South Korean targets followed public threats by North Korea, erased data,
released private information, and disrupted commercial services.
The most important conclusion to draw from the Sony incident is that the United
States has significantly improved its ability to attribute the source of a cyber attack
and has complete certainty that North Korea is responsible. President Obama, in his
2015 State of the Union Address, provided some insight into this improved capability
when he said, “We are making sure our government integrates intelligence to combat
cyber threats just as we have done to combat terrorism.” An improved ability to
attribute the source of an attack has implications for deterrence, response, and
bilateral coordination.
Russia has similarly used cyber techniques for political action and “influence
operations,” actions intended not to destroy or disrupt but to put coercive political
pressure on targets. Military doctrine is changing as opponents seek to circumvent
U.S. military power and use a blend of political action, special forces, proxies and
irregular units, unconventional tactics, and cyber techniques to find a different way of
applying force to gain their ends. What the Russians sometimes call “hybrid warfare,”
with its blend of coercion, cyber action, and proxy forces, will challenge mutual
defense and conventional planning. This is a largely unexplored area, but one for
which the United States and Japan must begin to develop defensive responses for
what some Japanese analysts call “gray zone contingencies.”
Some countries use proxy forces for economic espionage and political action. The
Syrian Electronic Army is a good example of a proxy force acting at the direction (and
probably with the support) of the Syrian government. The use of these private actors
should not obscure the central role of governments. Cyber attack by nonstate terrorist
groups is not a threat at this time. It takes a large, well-resourced, and time-intensive
effort to use cyber tools for major disruption or physical damage. The most advanced
attacks, like the Stuxnet attack on Iran’s nuclear program, require resources and a
level of technical sophistication that terrorist groups lack. Cyber activities by proxies
include a new form of political action. Instead of hiring mobs or planting false stories
in newspapers, an intelligence service could use denial-of-service attacks, leaks of
material obtained through hacking, or more sophisticated exploits to manipulate
politics in the target country.

Cybercrime as a National Security Issue
Cybercrime poses a national security risk only to the extent that criminals might
inadvertently cause damage to infrastructure, particularly the financial infrastructure
that is now dependent on computer networks. Cybercrime also provides some nations
with a ready source of trained and experienced proxies, as when Russia used
cybercriminals in its actions against Estonia. Cybercriminals as a proxy force provides
Russia (and to a lesser extent, China) with a degree of deniability for espionage and
political action. Cybercrime’s goal is to extract money from those who have it
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(particularly financial institutions) rather than espionage or disruption. The most
advanced cyber criminals will not intentionally disrupt networks, 5 but there is some
risk that a cyber criminal could, while committing a crime, inadvertently damage the
stability of financial markets. Cyber deterrence seems generally to be of limited utility,
but this kind of incident cannot be deterred in any way because it is unintended by
the “attacker.”
In thinking about cyber espionage, it is useful to remember that what is detected may
only represent a fraction of what has occurred. While cyber espionage incidents occur
regularly, and while these incidents are generally referred to as “cyber attacks,” none
of them rise to the level of the “use of force” that would trigger mutual defense
obligations. This does not mean that they can be ignored, but the cooperative
measures of information sharing, training, and joint exercises undertaken to improve
defense against military attack will also reduce the risk of espionage. That said, the
United States and Japan should discuss how to expand existing intelligence
relationship to improve their counter-cyber espionage capabilities. Hacking creates
new counterintelligence requirements well beyond traditional counterintelligence
activities.

Developments in Japan’s Cybersecurity Posture
The sources of cyber risk for Japan are from espionage, crime, and the potential for
cyber attacks against Japanese military and infrastructure targets in the event of a
conflict. Addressing these risks will challenge the new cybersecurity structure with its
requirements for resources and interagency coordination. Espionage is the most
immediate problem and if unchecked, can limit the ability of both nations to develop a
collective approach to cybersecurity. Cybercrime (the theft of financial assets and the
loss of personal information through data breaches) is also a problem, although less
damaging than espionage. Japanese officials used to say that the difficulty for foreign
hackers to understand Japanese provided a natural layer of defense. This may have
been true a decade ago, but it is no longer the case.
The importance of recent changes in Japanese law and cybersecurity policies cannot
be overstated, 6 but they are best seen as a starting point rather than a conclusion.
Japan has made the transition from treating cybersecurity as a purely technical issue
best left to computer emergency readiness teams (CERTs) to one that has major policy
economic and security implication. The Act on the Protection of Specially Designated
Secrets is important because the inability to protect classified data would greatly
restrict information sharing between the United States and Japan on cybersecurity
issues. The Basic Law for Cybersecurity expands the role of the National Information
Security Center (NISC) in coordinating policy, strategy, and operations, and establishes
5

“Ransomware,” where a cyber criminal implants code on a computer that restricts access to it or its data
and then demands a payment to unlock it, while profitable, is a consumer-level crime.
6 The Basic Law for Cybersecurity was passed in November 2014; the Act on the Protection of Specially
Designated Secrets (特定秘密の保護に関する法律) was passed in December 2013 and entered into force one
year later.
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reporting requirements for government agencies and critical infrastructure
companies. These laws, along with changes in Japanese defense policy, lay a strong
foundation for effective cybersecurity.
Japan is creating new strategies and organizations, and hopes to issue a
comprehensive national cybersecurity strategy in 2015. 7 The National Information
Security Center and the Information Security Policy Council, both established in 2005
in the Cabinet Office, are responsible for national security and emergency response
systems, including guarding against cyber attacks. The center drafts standards,
formulates recommendations, and reports to the Cabinet Secretariat. The center is
supported by the Government Security Operation Coordination Team, which monitors
government information systems and implements the center’s directives.
Japan’s Ministry of Defense (MoD) created a 90-member Cyber Defense Unit in 2014.
Currently, Japan’s Self-Defense Force has units in each service totaling a few hundred
individuals responsible for protecting military computer systems. The Command,
Control, Communications, and Computer Systems Command of Japan’s Self-Defense
Force will develop cyber defense capabilities at the national level. The MoD’s
Cyberspace Defense Unit will integrate cyber defense into the military, coordinate,
provide technical and training assistance, and conduct research into cyber warfare.
Japan’s 2010 defense white paper highlighted cyber activity as a new development in
warfare and described trends in cyber warfare capabilities. In June 2011, Japan and
the United States announced a bilateral, strategic, “whole-of-government” dialogue on
cybersecurity issues, led by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and the State Department,
and a more recently announced MoD-DoD “Cyber Defense Policy Working Group.”
Japan’s chief weakness is a lack of resources. Officially, MoD has only a few hundred
people assigned to cybersecurity. All other nations involved in North Asia security
issues have forces that number in the thousands or tens of thousands (see list of
countries’ estimated cyber forces below). Even North Korea likely has at least 10 times
as many personnel dedicated to cyber activities as Japan. Given the inherent
difficulties of defense, Japan has underfunded cyber defense at the MoD and this has
serious negative implications for collective self-defense. Japan should approach cyber
defense as another essential military capability, and just as Japan would not be
content with an air defense force of a few hundred people, it should not be content
with a similarly tiny cyber defense force. 8

Developments in U.S. Cybersecurity Posture
Since 2008, the United States has implemented a range of new policies for military
operations in cyberspace and domestic defense, and for international negotiation. The
7 Replacing the 2013 domestic strategy, http://www.nisc.go.jp/active/kihon/pdf/cybersecuritystrategyen.pdf.
8 The shortfall is not limited to government agencies. A survey by PricewaterhouseCoopers for its “Global
Information Security Survey 2015” found that while Japanese companies are increasing investments in
information security, on average their spending is only half the global average.
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most important of these are a presidential directive that governs the military use of
cyber tools and techniques for both offensive and defensive operations, a February
2013 executive order on critical infrastructure protection, and a 2011 diplomatic
strategy. These, along with supporting documents, provide a strong foundation for
U.S. cybersecurity.
Presidential Policy Directive (PPD) 20 on U.S. military cyber operations, which
remains highly classified, sets U.S. policy for the use of “offensive cyber operations.”
PPD-20 established that except in limited emergency situations for national defense,
the President must authorize cyber operations, and even in those emergency
situations, only the Secretary of Defense or the Commander of U.S. Cyber Command
can take independent action. The policy requires specific presidential approval for
any cyber operation likely to result in “significant consequences, which are defined as
actions with the potential to produce the loss of life, significant responsive actions
against the United States, serious adverse foreign policy consequences, or serious
economic effects” on the United States. PPD 20 also defines a limited role for the
military in defensive cyber operations.
Since PDD-20, the United States has developed doctrine and command structure for
the military use of cyber operations, centered on the U.S. Cyber Command. Equally
important, the military services have created effective training pipelines that are
producing qualified personnel for cyber operations. DoD has also made extensive
efforts to harden its networks and the networks of it industrial base partners. The
United States has not, however, matched this effort on the civilian side. Critical
infrastructure companies remain vulnerable and in 2013, the FBI notified 3,000
companies that they had been hacked. Cyber espionage remains the greatest threat to
U.S. security, but in the last year, both Iran and North Korea have demonstrated an
ability and willingness to target U.S. companies, and Iran’s hackers have been
detected carrying out cyber reconnaissance on America critical infrastructure targets.
How these vulnerabilities would play out in a Pacific conflict is speculative. China (or
Russia) may not initially attack civilian targets in the American homeland for fear of
escalating any conflict. Iran and North Korea may not show similar restraint. The
recent hacking of Sony Pictures shows both improved North Korean capabilities and a
surprising willingness to go after targets in the United States. The Sony incident
(putting aside the astounding quantity of ill-informed commentary) also showed the
improvements in U.S. abilities to attribute the source of a cyber attack using a mixture
of intelligence and forensic techniques not available in the private sector. While North
Korea may be more cautious now that it has a better sense of the U.S. ability to
identify attackers, it demonstrated it could carry out an Aramco-style attack on U.S. or
Japanese targets.
Executive Order (EO) 13636, Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity, released
in February 2013, was a major shift in U.S. policy on cybersecurity. Instead of making
a single agency responsible for cybersecurity, it assigned responsibility to existing,
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sector-specific regulatory agencies.9 The executive order instructed the National
Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) to develop a “Cybersecurity Framework”
released in February 2014 that companies could use to guide their defensive efforts
and that agencies could use to measure if the critical infrastructure companies they
regulated were doing an adequate job. The process is voluntary, but includes the
possibility of regulatory action if companies do not improve their defenses. Roughly
200 critical infrastructure companies were notified by the White House as part of the
EO 13636 process that they could be held to a higher level of scrutiny given their
strategic importance.
This executive order was followed by another in early 2015 on information sharing,
where the President tasked the Department of Homeland Security to commission a
third party to develop generic standards for “Information Sharing and Analysis
Organizations. The eventual development of these standards (with a likely completion
date in 2016) could provide the United States and Japan a new way to cooperate in
working with the private sector. A third executive order, issued soon after the Sony
incident, created Treasury Department sanctions that the President could use in
response to malicious cyber activity. The three executive orders are building blocks
for better cybersecurity but for the foreseeable future, the United States, like Japan,
remains vulnerable to malicious cyber action.

International Strategies and Cooperative Foreign Policy
Initiatives
A purely national approach to cybersecurity is inadequate for national defense or to
meet mutual defense obligations, but cybersecurity is a difficult issue for international
negotiation, as it requires many nations with different values and interests to
cooperate. The international processes now in place for cooperation in cybersecurity
are very weak. Both the United States and Japan have diplomatic strategies for
cybersecurity 10 that have helped to shape the diplomatic strategies of other Western
democracies and the overall international agenda. The goal of these strategies is to
promote international cooperation to create a stable and secure cyberspace. The
existing “state of nature” in cyberspace is too “Hobbesian” to be sustained as the
Internet and other digital networks become the most essential of global
infrastructures and as cyber-enabled devices are embedded in the full range of
industrial and consumer technology.
A norms-based approach offers the greatest chance for progress. Both strategies
accept that a binding cybersecurity treaty is not possible in the current political
climate. There is too much distrust among competing nations for any serious
9 The structure of the U.S. government includes independent regulatory bodies, such as the Federal
Communications Commission. The president cannot direct these independent agencies to take action, but
the executive order includes a process for coordination.
10 Information Security Policy Council of Japan, “International Strategy on Cybersecurity Cooperation: JInitiative for Cybersecurity,” October 2, 2013, http://www.nisc.go.jp/active/kihon/pdf/
InternationalStrategyonCybersecurityCooperation_e.pdf.
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agreement. Unlike a treaty, norms are not legally binding and they instead codify
principles on how countries are expected to behave. The argument that norms are too
weak has been largely dismissed because there is no serious alternative. Treaties are
likely to be ignored or observed in their breach. Since 2010, the United States, working
with allies, developed the idea that the foundational norms for cybersecurity as the
recognition that existing internal commitments applied equally in cyberspace as they
did in the physical domain. This has been a multifaceted effort, with work in the
Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OSCE), ASEAN Regional Forum
(ARF), the “London Process” (the next meeting will be held in the Hague in April 2015),
and the UN to develop confidence-building measures (CBMs) and norms and several
sets of bilateral negotiations (the most important being between the United States and
Russia, where the two countries agreed on preliminary CBMs).
CBMs are important because of the high level of distrust among potential opponents in
cyberspace. To increase trust, the United States and its allies advocated a series of
CBMs, a standard diplomatic tool to reduce suspicions. These efforts have had success
in Europe in the OSCE, where the experience of the Cold War provided precedents and
a foundation upon which the group could draw to agree on a preliminary set of CBMs.
In other regions of the world, there has been less progress, with only the ARF making
progress in developing CBMs.
While there are regional differences (in pace, if not substance), there is an emerging
consensus about responsible state behavior in cyberspace that is beginning to expand
beyond a technical approach to cybersecurity. The work in the UN Group of
Governmental Experts (GGE) has been foundational. This effort was initiated by
Russia (which had also proposed an unworkable treaty as early as 1998) in an effort to
reduce political and military risk in the new digital environment. The First GGE,
which produced a lengthy draft report to which no one could agree, failed. The Second
GGE (2010) produced a short text that called on the international community to
further develop norms and CBMs (as well as to build capacity in developing
countries). The Third GGE (2012) produced agreement among countries as diverse as
the major NATO allies, Russia, India, and (albeit reluctantly) China that the principle
of sovereignty applied to cyberspace, that the commitments to the UN Charter,
existing international law (including the laws of armed conflict), and commitments to
protect universal human rights all applied in cyberspace. This agreement has
fundamentally changed the political landscape for the discussion of cybersecurity, but
it is only an initial step.
A revitalized international discussion needs to focus on several issues. The core of the
problem is that the United States and Japan need commitments and consequences for
bad behavior in cyberspace, whether this is trade penalties, World Trade Organization
(WTO) cases, expulsion of diplomats and other traditional responses to espionage, or
special restrictions on Internet traffic from countries of concern. If there are no
consequences for bad behavior, there is no incentive for nations to change their
policies.
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The first international issue is the application of trade rules into cyberspace,
particularly WTO commitments on the protection of intellectual property. Some trade
analysts argue that the evidence of malfeasance is not precise enough to bring specific
cases before the WTO. This is a fundamental misunderstanding of international
relations, which are not confined to lawyerly processes and rules of evidence.
Noncompliance with commitments to protect intellectual property creates
extraordinary circumstances that provide the United States and other industrial
nations the justification for strong action. The threat of strong action could affect and
constrain malicious cyber activity by other nations.
The second international issue is the identification and agreement on norms for
responsible state behavior in cyberspace. This approach builds on the experience of
reaching agreement on nonproliferation. With the Missile Technology Control Regime,
for example, a few like-minded nations (NATO, Japan, and Australia) agreed that
responsible states do not transfer ballistic missile technology. Eventually the number
of adherent nations grew and there was acceptance of a new global norm of behavior,
including, after several decades, a measure of formal agreement. The precedent from
effort to build agreement on the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction offers
the greatest likelihood of increasing stability and security.
The third is to expand law enforcement cooperation. Currently most cybercrime is the
result of action by hackers who live in sanctuary countries, countries that tolerate or
even encourage cybercrime. Efforts to win greater acceptance of the Budapest
Convention on Cybercrime reinforces the central concept of ‘normalizing’’ cyberspace
by defining state responsibilities towards other states and their citizens.
There has been some progress internationally on each of these issues, and the
progress in ARF on CBMs will improve regional stability. But Northeast Asia lags
significantly (when compared to other regions) in developing shared understandings
and mechanisms for international cooperation in cybersecurity. Efforts to apply the
“six-party” model used for nuclear issues to cybersecurity have not made much
progress. Existing trilateral mechanisms (Japan, China, South Korea) have not
produced concrete results. While Northeast Asia has never had the multilateral
security and arms control negotiating structures found in Europe, the existence of
mutually interdependent cyber networks suggests that the development of a
multilateral structure for Northeast Asia for the development a formal mechanisms
for cybersecurity discussion and for CBMs. While North Korea is unlikely to agree to
CBMs, a regional approach with other cyber “powers” would increase stability and
this should be a priority for the United States and Japan.

Recommendations for Improvement
Accommodating technological change puts strains on both national policies and
mutual defense, but the attractions and benefits of a greater reliance on networks and
computing devices makes this unavoidable. There are many obstacles on the path to
better cybersecurity. Most of these obstacles are not technical. Even if we had better
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technologies, there would still be risk and danger from sophisticated opponents.
Cybersecurity is a problem for strategy, government action and investment, and,
ultimately political leaders. For the future of the alliance, Japan and the United States
need to make progress in six areas:
•

Assigning adequate resources to cybersecurity, particularly for Japan.

•

Agreeing on how collective defense in cyberspace is defined and implemented,
including clear guidance on Article V thresholds and a joint public statement
on cyber activities that could trigger the mutual self-defense commitment.

•

Creating bilateral mechanisms for cooperation and for sharing information on
cyber threats and the techniques used to mitigate them.

•

Developing robust, realistic joint training and exercises.

•

Expanding national and joint efforts for civilian critical infrastructure
protection and counter espionage.

•

Coordinating efforts to create a framework for cybersecurity discussions and
CBMs in Northeast Asia.

For Japan, adequate resourcing of cyber defense activities is the most important.
Japan needs to commit resources commensurate with its status in the world to defend
this new domain. At a minimum, this probably requires a tenfold increase in
spending, particularly for military cyber activities. Additional resources are of course
most effective when supplied to a robust organization and policy structure, which
Japan has is in the process of assembling.
The creation of a strategic cybersecurity dialogue between the two governments and
the MoD-DoD Cyber Defense Policy Working Group provide an effective foundation
for cooperation, but these should be strengthened by the exchange of specific threat
and mitigation information and by joint exercises between the two national military
forces. It is also essential that the two sides continue and expand their dialogue on
common understandings on the obligations and requirements of collective defense.
Joint exercises are essential, particularly as the United States increasingly embeds
cyber capabilities into its military U.S. operations. This is not a call for a more
aggressive policy, but for ensuring that cyber operations are understood and practiced
in the context of defensive activities. The goal is to avoid a situation where there is a
cyber incident and neither country has practiced how to respond.
The United States and Japan will also need to develop mechanisms for coordinating
some cyber defense activities and may need to consider how to involve other Pacific
allies, such as Australia, in any arrangement. Cyber operations create conflicts among
military goals and missions. There is a need to prioritize targets and weapons use, and
decide between attack and intelligence collection. The United States and its allies will
need mechanisms to deconflict cyber activities in the event of conflict. The United
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States can also consider the extent to which it would be possible to offer training to
Japanese military personnel. This poses larger policy issues, but since the United
States has been able to create a “pipeline” to produce military personnel with cyber
skills, it could offer some variant of this training to Japanese forces.
Neither country can be said to have adequate defense for critical infrastructure. The
challenges here are largely national, as it involves working with the private sector in
each country, but a common approach to standards and best practices (perhaps
beginning with the NIST Cybersecurity Framework), supported by joint research and
development into vulnerabilities and mitigation techniques would be a useful area for
cooperation.
Improved cooperation for counterespionage requires three sets of actions: targeted
intelligence collection to identify hostile activities, better network defenses, and a
larger and indirect diplomatic strategy that examines possible trade measures (such
as existing commitments to protect intellectual property) to change the context for
cyber espionage. This last measure might be too difficult and an approach that
combines better collection and intelligence sharing with improved network defenses
would also reduce the problem of cyber espionage.
It would be beneficial for Japan and the United States to identify publicly in some
general fashion their shared understanding of when a cyber incident would trigger
mutual self-defense commitments. This could have some deterrent effect. The
counterargument is that ambiguity on thresholds is preferable, as it does not tell
opponents what they can get away with; however, there are already implicit
understandings that guide opponent action, so ambiguity provides little additional
benefit, and a public statement can be crafted in a way to allow flexibility in
interpretation.

Conclusion: Make Cybersecurity a Priority for Collective
Self-Defense
Computer networks will only grow more important for the security and economic
well-being of nations. For warfare, many nations will continue to develop new and
dangerous capabilities that will put “traditional” militaries at risk. This is an area of
emerging risk for nations, companies, and citizens, which deserves a stronger
response. No nation can claim to be secure, but both Japan and the United States are
at greater risk than they should be in cybersecurity.
The bilateral alliance between the United States and Japan was one of the great
successes of the twentieth century. To continue this success, the partners must adjust
to how technological change has created a new security environment. The alliance
should focus on three key areas: expanded military coordination, better efforts
nationally and cooperatively to protect critical infrastructure, and, particularly for
Japan, adequate resourcing of cybersecurity efforts.
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